RECALL ACTION FOR KTM 990 ADVENTURE ABS!

On the grounds of safety, KTM is recalling selected 990 Adventure ABS motorcycles to official KTM-contracted workshops so that rear brake lines can be exchanged.

KTM requests owners of the KTM 990 Adventure ABS to contact their official dealer to arrange for the replacement of the rear brake lines. Motorcycles of the type 990 Adventure without the anti blocking system are not affected.

Brake lines in the rear braking system will be changed during the control of the Adventure 990 ABS from the model years 2006 and 2007. Adventure models from other years are not affected.

The exchange is being made to avoid a malfunction of the rear brake under certain riding conditions. No loss of the ABS function, the safety system on the 990 Adventure can occur under any situation. The independently controlled front brake is not affected in any way by the recall action. KTM nevertheless expressly requests that the exchange should immediately be undertaken, even if the rear wheel brakes are fully functioning.

The cost-free exchange of the brake lines requires very little time and can be immediately arranged in discussion with official KTM dealers.

All owners of the affected 990 Adventure ABS are being directly contacted in writing by KTM. In addition it is also possible to check online if a certain machine is affected by the recall action.

The information can be seen at www.ktm.com in the “Service” area after entering the vehicle identification number and the number of the motorcycle’s delivery certificate.
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